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CALF CUFF APPLICATION
Wrap the cuff around the calf and secure the Velcro to hold it in place.
Make sure the wrap is snug, but not too tight.

CORRECT PLACEMENT
When both wraps are secured on your legs, 
they should look like the picture above.

TURNING THE DEVICE ON
When the wraps are secured on your legs PRESS the power button 
for three seconds until the blue light is illuminated on each unit.
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PATIENT DEVICE USE
Unit will inflate and deflate to the specified 
mode as directed by your physician.
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SWITCH MODES
For instructions on how to switch between modes, 
please refer to “Instructions” section on this page.
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QUICK START™

QUICK START

QUICK START

1

Snap Controller onto Pad

2

Apply ManaFlexx2 to body
as recommended by physician

3

Turn on/off controller by pressing
the  “Power” icon on controller

4

Increase intensity by pressing
the “ + ” button.  Intensity level 
indicated by the number displayed.
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Decrease intensity by pressing
the “ - ” button.  Intensity level 
indicated by the number displayed.
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Leave the patch in place for up to 
12 hours while the device is turned 
off automatically or manually.

For quad atrophy, it may be recommended
to place the electrode like the image above. 
Consult your healthcare professional
for more information. 
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5240 W Charleston Blvd.
Las Vegas  NV 89146

Order information
Part Number: SK001
Contents:
PlamsaFlow, ManaFlexx2, Tailback50

How to order
Email: orders@manamed.net
Fax: 888-508-0712
Call: 888-508-0712Step 3   Pull both comfort rings forward until you feel comfortable and then secure the rings to your brace 

by placing them on to the sides. The comfort rings control the compression of the brace and can be used to 
adjust the �t.

Step 2   Put the brace around your waist and secure the front panel onto the brace so the Velcro secures the �t. 

Tailback50 Sizing 
Tailback can be adjusted from 25” to 68’’.
Tailback comes with a main panel and two adjustable 
belts with comfort pull rings. Simply place the fullback on a 
table with the inside facing up. When using each matching 
number, the waist is measured as the following:

S & S = 25’’ - 32” waist          2XL & 2XL = 50’’ - 56” waist
M & M = 32’’ - 38” waist        3XL & 3XL = 56’’ - 62” waist
L & L = 38’’ - 44” waist          4XL & 4XL = 62’’ - 68” waist
XL & XL = 44’’ - 50” waist

Step 4 (optional)   Optional Lateral panels.  If you are instructed to use the Lateral panels,
secure them to inside of the brace by placing them next to the main panel,
with the large curve resting next to the main panel on both sides.

Removing the brace    Lift both comfort rings o� the brace placing them to the sides
and securing them so there is no tension on the brace.  Then remove the Velcro connection
on the front panel and safely remove the brace.

Step 1   Match the size using the chart to �t your waist match your belts size.  Remove Velcro from belts and pull the 
tabs through to the sizing creases, securing the sizing �ap with Velcro to your appropriate crease 1,2,3,4,5,6,7. For 
your appropriate size, see chart above and reference Sizing box to the left (in blue).

S  M  L     XL   2XL   3XL   4XL S  M  L     XL   2XL   3XL   4XL 
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